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Each summer the MOM Vietnam program fits many 
adults with prosthetic hands. Unfortunately, adults
are not the only ones with a need for prosthetic 
hands. Under Dr. Vo’s direction, we were tasked with 
finding a way to make a pediatric prosthetic hand 
that can be fit while in Vietnam. Dr. Vo directed us to 
the use of 3D printers to aid in the process of 
bringing the hand from the design world to the real 
world. We did not want to reinvent the wheel, so
using open source code we chose two designs to use 
as our base hand: the Flexy-Hand and the Kwawu
Hand.

Abstract

When picking designs, we kept these criteria in 
mind. The design will need to be easily and 
affordably recreated. It must be a durable design as it 
will be worn by a child. It must have a full range of 
five finger articulation. After the designs were
chosen from those criteria, we knew edits would 
need to be made to fit the final criteria. The initial 
designs were scaled for an adult, so a new scale 
needed to be found and the design scaled to that of a 
child. The base of the hand will be adjusted to 
seamlessly interface with Dr. Vo’s universal fit 
socket.

Project Goals

After meeting with Dr. Vo, we agreed that a scale of 
66% was too small and instead would pursue a scale 
of 76%. We began printing at this scale before the 
semester ended. When we return in the fall, we will
continue printing. Once we have two complete 
designs, they will then be edited to allow the wrist to 
attach seamlessly to the universal prosthetic. Once 
this is complete, we will put the hands through a 
series of durability tests. From those test results the 
best design will be chosen, and any edits made to 
improve the design.

Future Plans
Flexy-Hand by GyroBot

Assembly: each finger is three components and the 
thumb is comprised of two
Durablity: the palm is one solid piece; fingers linked 
by flexible filament
Cosmetic: Looks like human hand; is not overly 
robotic

Assembly: joints click together
Movement: a hollow interior and links all finger 
movement to a central string system.
Cosmetic: Very human like with smooth joint 
transitions

Before the semester ended abruptly, we had 
successfully printed both hands at a scale of 66%. 
From these prototypes we have determined that the 
Kwawu hand is easier to manufacture while the 
Flexy-hand is far more durable. 

Current Progress

Kwawu Hand by Jacquin Buchanon
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